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Editorial Reviews
Amazon.com

This is a groundbreaking work by Brynania's most famous author and poet,
a haunting collection of deep and incomprehensible prose designed to stir the
soul and question the mind. Her moments of clarity, although very rare,
still race across our line of vision and bring new forms of realization

	
  

to our lives.
Peacock represents the international debut of this gifted Zaharian writer, and
her growing number of fans greatly anticipate more of her fractured prose in the
future.
Was this content helpful to you? yes / no / not telling
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Write an online review and share your thoughts with other people who need lives!
7 of 15 people found the following review pointless:
peace out, man!, January 14, 2001
Reviewer:

M.E. Engietnal, Upper Lowtown, AK

I was completely struck by the similes, metaphors, and case-examples which
infused this book right from the beginning. I laughed, I cried, this book moved me.
Even those people who are not into poetry or reading in general will kinda like this
book, since it turns on pictures in your head and makes you think of things that you
wouldn't normally think about. It also makes for an above-average coaster...
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